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Abstract

Abstract in English in one paragraph with maximum English 250 words with no formula. The abstract should at least contain background, objectives, methods, results and recommendations (if any). The abstract does not contain mathematical descriptions and statistical languages. at the end of the abstract ends with a maximum keyword 3-5 words capable of representing the writing.
Keywords: separate by comma, contain 3-5 keywords, in English.

Abstak

Abstrak dalam bahasa Indonesia mempunyai ketentuan yang sama dengan bahasa Inggris. Kata kunci juga dicantumkan dalam bahasa Indonesia. 
Kata Kunci: dipisahkan dengan koma, huruf kecil, 3 – 5 kata dan dalam Bahasa Indonesia 


INTRODUCTION
Contains Introduction is background which is justification for the reasons research writing. References from various relevant and preferred articles from a scientific journal a maximum of 5 years backward and other sources that can be accounted for.
Theories and references of previous research that form the basis of writing are included in this section in the form of paragraphs rather than in the form of sub-chapters. Articles are written on A4 paper, top 4 cm, bottom 3 cm left side 4 cm and right side 3 cm. Arial font size 11. At the end from this section, a brief formula and purpose the discussion is presented in narrative form.
	.
RESEARCH METHODS
Contains the research design used (methods, types of data, data sources, data collection techniques, data analysis techniques, measurement of variables) written in the form of flowing paragraphs (not numbered). Writing the formula, the equations used are arranged on separate lines and numbered sequentially in parentheses (justify) and placed on the right margin parallel to the line.
	Presentation of formulas and information from formulas can be seen below:
Y = β0 + b1X1 + b2X2+ .... bnXn + ε      	(1)
	Where Y is the Entity of Entrepreneurship, β0 is a constant, b1, b2 are regression coefficients, X1 is the need for achievement, X2 is self-efficacy and ε is the error term.

RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS
Contains research findings where the results and discussion are not separated. In this discussion the authors examine the findings and refer to theoretical and empirical studies. Presentation of systematic discussion, critical analysis, and informative. The use of tables, figures etc. is only as a support to clarify the discussion and is limited to supporters who are truly substantial, for example tables of statistical test results, images of test results of models etc.
The discussion is an argumentative result concerning the relevance of the results, theories, previous research and empirical facts found, as well as showing the novelty of the findings. The use of a table is strongly recommended not to be too long, and if indeed it is necessary to include a long table then it can be included in the appendix. The use of subchapters in this discussion is expected to be in accordance with the research objectives.

CONCLUSSION
Contains conclusions formed in paragraphs. Conclusions should be answers to research questions, and not expressed in statistical sentences. Written in paragraphs of essay form, not in numerical form. If you need to write suggestions or recommendations.
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Table 1. Table title with Arial 12pt, center, bold, Arabic numbering and in series with other table.
No
Variable
Score
1
Font Size
Table contents uses 11pt Arial
2
Table Line
No allowed to use vertical line or use to many horizontal line
Source: (if any) mention the source of table with left indent and Arial 10 pt.

	














	Table should be able to revised, therefore we did not allow cut and paste table from other sources such as statistics software etc. Table should be rewritten and contained data that suitable for discussion only.

Table used center alignment, with black and white (no colored table). If you are using colored table than used gray gradation rather than solid color
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Figure title using Arabic number consecutively and placed before figure title. 
Figure 1. Arial 12pt, center and bold
Source: (if any) mention the source of figure, Arial 10 pt and center

	Figure used should be able to revise, therefore writer not allowed to use copy and paste figure as object or picture.

Figure should center alignment and in Black White (no colored allow). However, if you uses color figure, kindly use gray gradation color, and not solid color.
Source of figure described in text that explained the figure.
Figure’s font is Arial 11pt.
If you are using equation please do not use numbering.
Equation or other unique character typed with font symbol 12pt (b,a etc). If necessary use Microsoft equation to help in typing equation.


